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Don't miss our live online Tsiyon Meeting at Tsiyon.Net tonight, featuring:

From Eliyahu
Consider this:
This world must come to an end. Even so-called scientific atheists see that. For
example, "Stephen Hawking completed a theory outlining his prediction for the
end of the world just two weeks before his death, it has emerged" according to a
2018 story by CNBC. Hawking's prediction is not considered out of line in
scientific circles. It is generally believed by those strictly holding to the standard
cosmology that the Sun will eventually burn out, destroying all life on earth, and
sometime after that the entire universe will eventually go so cold that no life could
possibly survive. The scientific method, by definition, rejects God for whom it has

no substitute to save the universe, or even our Earth. Without the Creator to save
the world, the world simply cannot be saved.
Fortunately, the Creator is real. While His Word does tell us this present sinful
world must end - soon - He has made a way for all who will listen to be saved
from the destruction that must come. Further, we have no need to worry about the
Sun burning out, or the universe burning out, because our Creator has already
said He is recreating all of it to last forever. In other words, unlike dumb chance
(called "evolution" by many) our Creator has a Plan!
According to His Plan, shortly (I believe before this decade is concluded) the
world will enter a 7 year nightmare called "The Great Tribulation." The book of
Revelation famously reveals much that is absolutely terrifying about this last 7
years of this Age. Some people are so terrified by the very idea of the Great
Tribulation that they don't even want to hear about it. That's a shame, because
there is a whole other side to this darkest of times for this world. If they would only
listen, they would learn that the Creator has a plan to literally save the righteous
out of the Great Tribulation, into eternal life!
Just as a light shines its brightest against the background of the darkest night, so
too, the light of Messiah will shine its brightest through the Great Tribulation just
ahead, bringing a Great Multitude of people from every nation into eternal life!

What I'm talking about is the bright side of the Tribulation period. This is when the
harvest of the Earth must take place! Imagine untold millions of people, now
laboring in depression under the heavy hand of darkness in this world, people
with no hope of something better, people suffering all manner of oppression and
pain, suddenly coming into the bright light of His truth! Imagine the shackles of
shame suddenly falling away for untold millions of people! Imagine those millions
of the lost, suddenly finding their way home!

What we are talking about is the final harvest - likely bringing more people into the
Kingdom of Messiah than all the believers of every age before them - combined!
Can you see why I'm so excited about the Great Tribulation? Yes, terrible things
are coming. However, wonderful things are coming too! Messiah will light the way
through the darkness of those days for His people, and He will shine forth from
the midst of them as never before imagined!
When you get this vision it will change your entire attitude toward the Great
Tribulation. Instead of being fearful of it, you will be anxious for it to come! Be
here for 144000 and the Great Multitude to get a much better picture of
wonderful things YHWH has planned for His children.
144000 and the Great Multitude is the theme of tonight's online Tsiyon meeting,
premiering our new Fast Track video of the same name. I loved working on this
video for you, with my son Judah, because we found the content just so uplifting
to think about. Join me at our Tsiyon meeting online tonight at Tsiyon.Net at 8
PM, CST and you will see what I mean.
Do you know anyone who is afraid of the Great Tribulation? Please invite them,
and any of your friends and relatives, to sign-up free at Tsiyon.Net/register to see
this other side, the bright side, of what the Great Tribulation is all about.
Blessings and good health to you!
Eliyahu
Tsiyon.Org

PS - Join us next week for Tsiyon Academy!

Remember this: he who sows sparingly will also reap sparingly.
He who sows bountifully will also reap bountifully. 2 Corinthians 9:6
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